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JBL CLUB Headphone Series: Inspired by the
Pros and Designed for Everyday
New headphone series inspired by touring musicians elevates
personal audio with Legendary JBL Pro Sound, Personi-Fi™,
advanced noise cancellation and smart assistant technology

https://news.jbl.com/


CES 2020, LAS VEGAS – JANUARY 6, 2020 – Today, JBL is introducing its first

headphone series inspired by touring musicians, the JBL CLUB. Equipped with Legendary JBL

Pro Sound, Personi-Fi™ and native voice assistants, the JBL CLUB series – CLUB ONE,

CLUB 950NC and CLUB 700BT – marries stage-ready performance with advanced features

designed for every day. Available in both over-ear and on-ear design options, this series truly

amplifies personal audio, whether jamming out at home or traveling overseas.

The star of the series, JBL CLUB ONE, is designed with High Res certified graphene drivers and

True Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC) + SilentNow™ listening capabilities. The driver

construction utilizes graphene, a lightweight, highly conductive, and rigid material for more

accurate tuning, resulting in better sound. With True Adaptive Noise Cancellation technology,

environmental sound is monitored 50,000 times per second and adapted to the perfect level of

noise cancellation for the user’s environment. The technology also compensates for sound

leakage caused by factors, such as eyeglasses, hair or head movement. The SilentNow feature

gives the user the ability to simply touch the dedicated button to switch ON True Adaptive ANC

mode without activating Bluetooth, for complete isolation from outside noise and even music.

With 50 hours of playback time, replaceable ear cushions, a dual-aux audio input and a flight

adaptor, traveling to the next show just got a lot more enjoyable.



In addition to epic sound, the CLUB series comes equipped with the intelligence of the Google

Assistant and Amazon Alexa voice assistant services and HARMAN’s new-to-market Personi-

Fi™ technologies. Once activated through the “My JBL Headphones” app, music lovers can

customize their own listening preferences as the app automatically calibrates the audio to the

listener, resulting in a personal sound curve that is permanently stored in the headphone.

 “The JBL CLUB series is game changing. Music enthusiasts will experience epic sound made

from premium materials that has been designed and tested by some of the top musicians in the

world.” said Dave Rogers, President, Lifestyle Audio Division at HARMAN. “These three

headphones leverage the most innovative technologies to deliver a legendary listening

experience.”

All three Bluetooth headphones are packaged with a 1.2m audio cable and microphone, and

outfitted with full metal hinges for added durability. The JBL CLUB 700BT offers a premium,

protective pouch, while the JBL CLUB 950NC and ONE come with a durable hard case, making

all three a perfect travel accessory for any business trip or get-a-way. JBL CLUB ONE has a full

leather headband to ensure maximum comfort during long listening sessions.



The JBL CLUB Series will be available in black at major retailers and on JBL.com starting

Spring 2020.
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Follow HARMAN online

Find more news at the HARMAN Newsroom

Like HARMAN on Facebook

Connect with Harman on LinkedIn

Check out our YouTube Channel

Follow HARMAN on Twitter @harman

Follow Twitter Hashtag #Harman

HARMAN at CES 2020 Visit the HARMAN showcase during CES 2020 for demonstrations of

the company’s latest technology and products from all divisions. The HARMAN experience

showcase is located at the Hard Rock Hotel. Follow HARMAN online during CES 2020.

For more information:

http://www.harman.com/EN-US/Newscenter/Pages/Home.aspx
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Harman/261893155923
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/6419/
http://www.youtube.com/user/harmanintl
https://twitter.com/#!/harman


ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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